Forensic Science
“Plan of the Week #8
Continue to check your progress online @ Wardisiani.com; Blackboard and PowerSchool.

Monday:
- Bell-Ringer
- Lecture: Arson (Cont’d)
- Journal Entry: Week #8
  Journal Entry is due on Sunday @ 11:59 PM.
- Assignment: Case Study: Arson

Tuesday:
- Bell-Ringer
- Lecture: Drugs (Cont’d)
- Report Out
- Assignment: Read Chapter 14

Wednesday:
- Bell-Ringer
- Lecture: Arson (Cont’d)
- Report Out / Discussion
- Assignment: Complete Chapter 14 Vocabulary

Thursday:
- In-Class Activity
- Case Analysis: Creating a Profile of A Serial Arsonist
- Small Groups: Report Out
- Assignment: Complete Chapter 14 Review Questions

Friday:
- Video: Arson in Detroit
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pDoUpXNmcZA
- Assignment: Submit Arson / Video Notes at the end of the period
- Assignment: Chapter 14 (Critical Thinking Questions)

Objectives for Week #7
List the conditions necessary to initiate and sustain combustion.
Understand the three mechanisms of heat transfer. (HS·LS2·8)
Recognize the telltale signs of an accelerant-initiated fire. (HS·LS2·8)
Describe how to collect physical evidence at the crime scene of a suspected arson. (HS·LS2·7)
Describe the laboratory procedures used to detect and identify hydrocarbon residues. (HS·LS2·8)